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Estimates for the density of a nonlinear Landau process
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to obtain estimates for the density of the law of a specific
nonlinear diffusion process at any positive bounded time. This process is issued from
kinetic theory and is called Landau process, by analogy with the associated deterministic
Fokker-Planck-Landau equation. It is not Markovian, its coefficients are not bounded
and the diffusion matrix is degenerate. Nevertheless, the specific form of the diffusion
matrix and the nonlinearity imply the non-degeneracy of the Malliavin matrix and then
the existence and smoothness of the density. In order to obtain a lower bound for the
density, the known results do not apply. However, our approach follows the main idea
consisting in discretizing the interval time and developing a recursive method. To this
aim, we prove and use refined results on conditional Malliavin calculus. The lower bound
implies the positivity of the solution of the Landau equation, and partially answers to
an analytical conjecture. We also obtain an upper bound for the density, which again
leads to an unusual estimate due to the bad behavior of the coefficients.
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1
1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider a nonlinear diffusion process issued from kinetic theory and called
Landau process, by analogy with the associated deterministic Landau equation. This pro-
cess is defined as the solution of a nonlinear stochastic differential equation driven by a
space-time white noise. Its coefficients are obtained from the Landau equation. In partic-
ular, they are not bounded and the diffusion matrix is degenerate. Nevertheless, Gue´rin
[4] uses the nonlinearity of the equation and the specific form of the diffusion matrix to
prove the existence and smoothness of the density of the law of this process at each finite
time. This implies in particular the existence of a smooth solution to the nonlinear partial
differential Landau equation.
The aim of this paper is to obtain lower and upper bounds for this density. The bad
behavior of the coefficients of the stochastic differential equation makes the problem unusual.
In particular, the methods introduced by Kusuoka and Stroock [7] for diffusions using the
Malliavin calculus, extended by Kohatsu-Higa [8] for general random variables on Wiener
space, and adapted by Bally [1] to deal with local ellipticity condition, do not apply to our
situation. Nevertheless, our approach follows the same idea which consists in discretizing
the time-interval and writing the increments of the process on each subdivision interval as
the sum of a Gaussian term plus a remaining term. The non-degeneracy of the Malliavin
matrix proved by Gue´rin implies a deterministic lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue
of the Gaussian term covariance matrix. On the other hand, the upper bound of the
upper eigenvalue is random, due to the unboundedness of the coefficients, and depends
on the process itself, which considerably complicates the problem. These estimates on the
eigenvalues allow us to obtain a lower bound for the density of the Gaussian term. In order to
estimate the remaining term, we need to refine some result on conditional Malliavin calculus
to deal with our specific situation. These results and our method could be applied in other
cases where the (invertible) Malliavin covariance matrix of some functional has randomly
upper-bounded eigenvalues. The lower bound we finally obtain implies the positivity of the
solution of the Landau equation, and partially answers to an analytical conjecture.
For the proof of the upper bound, we use tools of usual Malliavin calculus. As the
coefficients are not bounded, the proof differs from the standard way to obtain Gaussian-
type upper bounds. In order to deal with a bounded martingale term quadratic variation,
we consider the stochastic differential equation satisfied by some logarithmic functional of
the process. We then use an exponential inequality for this martingale term. The diffusion
matrix being degenerate, we cannot apply Girsanov’s theorem, which yields to some unusual
estimate.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the Landau process as
well as the main result. The relations with the Fokker-Planck-Landau equation are also
explained, as the analytical interpretation of our results. In Section 3, we prove general
results on conditional Malliavin calculus. The proof of the lower bound is given in Section
4. We finally show in Section 5 an upper-bound for the density.
In all the paper, C will denote an arbitrary constant whose value may change from line
to line.
2
2 The nonlinear Landau process and the main results
2.1 The nonlinear Landau process
The Landau process is defined on a filtered probability space (Ω,F , (Ft)t≥0,P). Fix T >
0. We consider d independent space-time white noises W = (W 1, ...,W d) on [0, T ] ×
[0, 1], defined on (Ω,F ,P) and with covariance measure dαdt on [0, 1] × R+ (cf. Walsh
[14]). Let X0 be a random vector on R
d, independent of W . We denote by (Ft)t≥0 the
filtration generated by W and X0. In order to model the nonlinearity, we also consider the
probability space ([0, 1],B([0, 1]), dα), dα denoting Lebesgue measure. We denote by E, Eα
the expectations and L, Lα the distributions of a random variable on (Ω,F ,P), respectively
on ([0, 1],B([0, 1]), dα).
Let us consider the following nonlinear stochastic differential equation.
Definition 2.1 A couple of processes (X,Y ) on (Ω,F , (Ft)t≥0,P)× ([0, 1],B([0, 1]), dα) is
defined as a solution of the Landau stochastic differential equation if L (X) = Lα (Y ) and
for any t ≥ 0,
Xt = X0 +
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
σ (Xs − Ys (α)) ·W (dα, ds) +
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
b (Xs − Ys (α)) dαds, (2.1)
where σ and b are the coefficients of the spatially homogeneous Landau equation for a gen-
eralization of Maxwellian molecules (cf. Villani [13], Gue´rin [5]).
More specifically, σ is a d× d matrix (and σ∗ denotes its adjoint matrix) such that
σσ∗ = a
where a is the d× d non-negative symmetric matrix given by
aij(z) = h(|z|2)(|z|2δij − zizj), ∀ (i, j) ∈ {1, ..., d}2 (2.2)
(δij denotes the Kronecker symbol). Moreover,
bi(z) =
d∑
j=1
∂zjaij(z) = −(d− 1)h(|z|2)zi, ∀ i ∈ {1, ..., d}.
When h is a constant function, we recognize the coefficients of the spatially homogeneous
Landau equation for Maxwellian molecules, cf. [13].
In all what follows, we assume the following hypotheses:
(H1): The initial random variable X0 has finite moments of order k ≥ 2.
(H2): The function h is defined on R+, sufficiently smooth in order to get σ and b of
class C∞ with bounded derivatives, and there exist m,M > 0 such that for all r ∈ R+,
m ≤ h(r) ≤M. (2.3)
For example, in dimension two,
σ (z) =
√
h(|z|2)
(
z2 0
−z1 0
)
,
3
and in dimension three,
σ (z) =
√
h(|z|2)

 z2 −z3 0−z1 0 z3
0 z1 −z2

 ,
and (H2) is satisfied for convenient function h.
Definition 2.2 The d-dimensional stochastic process X = (Xt, t ≥ 0) is called a nonlinear
Landau process if there exists a process Y defined on [0, 1] such that (X,Y ) is solution of
the Landau SDE (2.1).
This process has been introduced by Gue´rin [4] and [5], and gives a probabilistic interpre-
tation of the spatially homogeneous Landau equation for generalized Maxwellian molecules
in the following sense.
Proposition 2.3 If (X,Y ) is a solution of the Landau SDE (2.1), then the family of laws
(Pt)t≥0 of (Xt)t≥0 (or of (Yt)t≥0) satisfies for any ϕ ∈ C2b
(
R
d,R
)
,
d
dt
∫
Rd
ϕ (v)Pt (dv) =
1
2
d∑
i,j=1
∫
Rd
(∫
Rd
aij (v − v∗)Pt (dv∗)
)
∂ijϕ (v)Pt (dv)
+
d∑
i=1
∫
Rd
(∫
Rd
bi (v − v∗)Pt (dv∗)
)
∂iϕ (v)Pt (dv) . (2.4)
The proof is obtained using Itoˆ’s Formula.
The equation (2.4) is a weak form of the nonlinear partial differential equation
∂f
∂t
(t, v) =
1
2
d∑
i,j=1
∂
∂vi
{∫
Rd
aij (v − v∗)
[
f (t, v∗)
∂f
∂vj
(t, v)− f (t, v) ∂f
∂v∗j
(t, v∗)
]
dv∗
}
.
(2.5)
This equation is a spatially homogeneous Fokker-Planck-Landau equation and models colli-
sions of particles in a plasma. It can also be obtained as limit of Boltzmann equations when
collisions become grazing ([3], [12], [6]). The function f(t, v) ≥ 0 is the density of particles
with velocity v ∈ Rd at time t ≥ 0.
The results proved by Gue´rin [4] can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 2.4 Fix T > 0. Assume (H1), (H2) and that the law of X0 is not a Dirac mea-
sure. Then there exists a unique couple (X,Y ) such that for any p > 1, E[supt≤T |Xt|p] <
+∞, solution of the Landau SDE (2.1).
Moreover, for any t > 0, the regular version of the conditional distribution of Xt givenX0
is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and its density function fX0(t, v)
is (P0-a.s.) of class C∞.
For the proof of the existence and regularity of a density for each Pt, t > 0, Gue´rin uses
tools of Malliavin calculus, the degeneracy of the matrix σ being compensated by the effect
of the nonlinearity.
Gue´rin’s result leads, using the probabilistic interpretation, to the existence and unique-
ness of a smooth solution for the Landau equation, given by f(t, v) =
∫
Rd
fx0(t, v)P0(dx0).
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2.2 The main results
The aim of this paper is to obtain some upper and lower bounds for the conditional density
fX0(t, v) of Xt given X0, for any time t in a bounded interval (0, T ]. We deduce from them
the strict positivity of the density and some bounds and positivity for the solution of the
Landau equation. The research of a lower bound for this equation was partially developed
in Villani [12]. In that paper, the author obtained (in Section 7-Theorem 3) a result in
the case of Maxwellian molecules, assuming that the initial condition is bounded below by
a Maxwellian function. The general case is much more complicated and a conjecture was
stated in [12, Proposition 6], but never proved.
We now assume the additional non-degeneracy hypothesis.
(H3): For all ξ ∈ Rd, E[|X0|2|ξ|2− < X0, ξ >2] > 0.
Remark 2.5 Hypothesis (H3) means that the support of the law of X0 is not embedded in
a line. In particular, it holds for the two extreme cases, if either the law P0 of X0 has a
density f0 with respect to Lebesgue measure, or if P0 =
δx1+δx2
2 , with x1 and x2 non collinear
vectors.
The main theorem of this article is the following :
Theorem 2.6 Fix T > 0 and assume (H1), (H2).
(a) Assume moreover (H3). Then for any 0 < t ≤ T and v ∈ Rd, there exist two constants
c1(T, v,X0) and c2(T, v,X0) (explicitely given in the proof), such that P0-a.s.,
fX0(t, v) ≥ c1(T, v,X0) t−d/2e−c2(T,v,X0)
|v−X0|
2
t .
(b) For any 0 < t ≤ T and v ∈ Rd, there exist constants c1(T ), c2(T ), c3(T,X0) such that
P0-a.s.,
fX0(t, v) ≤ c3(T,X0) t−d/2e−
(ln(1+|v|2)−ln(1+|X0|
2)−c1t)
2
c2t .
Corollary 2.7 For any t > 0, the density function fX0(t, v) is positive.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.6 and writing f(t, v) =
∫
Rd
fx0(t, v)P0(dx0), we obtain
the positivity and bounds for the solution of the Landau equation (2.5).
We obtain (a) by adapting the approach of Kohatsu-Higa [8], in which a key tool is
conditioned Malliavin calculus for general random processes with ellipticity and bounded
coefficients. To deal with our degenerate process, we need refined conditional Malliavin
calculus, that will be given in the next section.
3 Conditional Malliavin calculus
Recall some basic notions of the Malliavin calculus related to the space-time white noise
W . Fix T > 0. Let the Hilbert space H = L2([0, T ] × [0, 1];Rd). For any h ∈ H, we set
W (h) =
∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
h(r, z) ·W (dr, dz).
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Let S denote the class of smooth random variables F = f(W (h1), ...,W (hn)), where
h1, ..., hn are in H, n ≥ 1, and f is of class C∞ on Rn with polynomial growth deriva-
tives.
Given F in S, its derivative is the d-dimensional stochastic process DF = (D(r,z)F =
(D1(r,z)F, ...,D
d
(r,z)F ), (r, z) ∈ [0, T ]× [0, 1]), where the D(r,z)F are H-valued random vectors
given, for l = 1, ..., d, by
Dl(r,z)F =
n∑
i=1
∂xif(W (h1), ...,W (hn))h
l
i(r, z).
More generally, if F is a smooth random variable and k is an integer, set D
(k)
α F =
Dα1 · · ·DαkF , where α = (α1, ..., αk), αi = (ri, zi) ∈ [0, T ] × [0, 1], for the k-th order
derivative of F . Then for every p ≥ 1 and any natural number m, we denote by Dm,p the
closure of S with respect to the semi-norm ‖ · ‖m,p defined by
‖F‖m,p =
(
E[|F |p] +
m∑
k=1
E[‖D(k)F‖pH⊗k ]
)1/p
,
where
‖D(k)F‖2H⊗k =
d∑
l1,...,lk=1
∫
· · ·
∫
([0,T ]×[0,1])k
|Dl1α1 · · ·DlkαkF |2 dα1 · · · dαk.
For any fixed s ∈ [0, T ], we define the conditional versions of the Sobolev norms related
to W with respect to Fs. Let p ≥ 1, and n ≥ 1, m ≥ 0 natural integers. For any function
f ∈ L2(([0, T ] × [0, 1])n;Rd) and any random variable F ∈ Dm,p, we define
Hs = L2([s, T ]× [0, 1];Rd),
‖f‖H⊗ns =
(∫
([s,T ]×[0,1])n
|f(r, z)|2dz1 · · · dzndr1 · · · drn
)1/2
,
‖F‖m,p,s =
(
E[|F |p|Fs] +
m∑
k=1
E[‖D(k)F‖pH⊗ks |Fs]
)1/p
.
Moreover, we write γF (s) for the Malliavin covariance matrix with respect to Hs, that is,
γF (s) = (〈DF i,DF j〉Hs)1≤i,j≤d.
For any u ∈ L2(Ω;H) such that u(r, z) ∈ Dm,p, for all (r, z) ∈ [0, T ] ∈ [0, 1], we define
‖u‖m,p,s =
(
E[‖u‖pHs |Fs] +
m∑
k=1
E[‖D(k)u‖pH⊗k+1s |Fs]
)1/p
.
We denote by δ the adjoint of the operator D, which is an unbounded operator on L2(Ω;H)
taking values in L2(Ω) (see [10, Def.1.3.1]). In particular, if u belongs to Dom δ, then δ(u)
is the element of L2(Ω) characterized by the following duality relation:
E[Fδ(u)] = E
[∫ T
0
∫ 1
0
D(r,z)F · u(r, z)dzdr
]
, for any F ∈ D1,2.
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With this notation one has the following estimate for the conditional norm of the oper-
ator δ (cf. [9, (2.15)]):
‖δ(u1[s,T ]×[0,1])‖m,p,s ≤ cm,p‖u‖m+1,p,s, (3.1)
for some constant cm,p > 0.
We next give a conditional version of the integration by parts formula. The proof follows
similarly as the non-conditional version (cf. [11, Proposition 3.2.1], and is therefore omitted.
Proposition 3.1 Fix n ≥ 1. Let F,Zs, G ∈ (∩p≥1 ∩m≥0 Dm,p)d be three random vectors
where Zs is Fs-measurable and such that (det γF+Zs(s))−1 has finite moments of all orders.
Let g ∈ C∞p (Rd). Then, for any multi-index α = (α1, ..., αn) ∈ {1, . . . , d}n, there exists an
element Hsα(F,G) ∈ ∩p≥1 ∩m≥0 Dm,p such that
E[(∂αg)(F + Zs)G|Fs] = E[g(F + Zs)Hsα(F,G)|Fs],
where the random variables Hsα(F,G) are recursively given by
Hs(i)(F,G) =
d∑
j=1
δ(G (γF (s)
−1)ij DF j),
Hsα(F,G) = H
s
(αn)
(F,Hs(α1,...,αn−1)(F,G)).
As a consequence of this integration by parts formula, one derives the following expres-
sion for the conditional density given Fs of a random vector on the Wiener space, in a
similar way as in [9, Proposition 4].
Corollary 3.2 Let F ∈ (∩p≥1∩m≥0 Dm,p)d be a random vector such that (det γF (s))−1 has
finite moments of all orders. Let Ps and ps denote, respectively, the conditional distribution
and density of F given Fs. Let σ be a subset of the set of indices of {1, ..., d}. Then, for
any v ∈ Rd, Ps-a.s.
ps(v) = (−1)d−|σ|E[1{F i>vi, i∈σ ;F i<vi, i/∈σ ; i=1,...,d}Hs(1,...,d)(F, 1)|Fs],
where |σ| denotes the cardinality of σ.
The next result gives a precise estimate of the Sobolev norm of the random variables
Hsα(F,G).
Proposition 3.3 Let F ∈ (∩p≥1 ∩m≥0 Dm,p)d and G ∈ ∩p≥1 ∩m≥0 Dm,p be two random
vectors such that (det γF (s))
−1 has finite moments of all orders. Assume that there exist
positive Fs-measurable finite random variables Zs and Ys (eventually deterministic) such
that for all p > 1 and m ≥ 1,
E[‖D(m)(F i)‖pH⊗ms |Fs]
1/p ≤ c1(m, p)Zs, i = 1, ..., d; (3.2)
E[(det γF (s))
−p|Fs]1/p ≤ c2(p)Z−2ds Ys, (3.3)
where c1(m, p) and c2(p) are positive constants. Then, for any multi-index α = (α1, ..., αn) ∈
{1, . . . , d}n, n ≥ 1, there exists a constant C > 0 (depending on m, p, α, T ), such that
‖Hsα(F,G)‖0,2,s ≤ C‖G‖n,2n+1,sZ−ns
n∏
i=1
( i+1∑
j=1
(Ys)
j
)
.
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Proof. The proof of this result follows the iteration argument appearing in the proof of [9,
Lemma 12] or [2, Lemma 4.11], but in a general setting. That is, we use (3.1) and Ho¨lder’s
inequality for the conditional Malliavin norms (cf. [15, Proposition 1.10, p.50] to obtain
‖Hsα(F,G)‖0,2,s = ‖
d∑
j=1
δ(Hs(α1,...,αn−1)(F,G) (γF (s)
−1)αnjDF
j)‖0,2,s
≤ C‖Hs(α1,...,αn−1)(F,G)‖1,22,s
d∑
j=1
‖(γF (s)−1)αnj‖1,23,s ‖D(F j)‖1,23,s. (3.4)
Note that, as proved in [2, Lemma 11], for m ≥ 1 and p > 1,
E[‖D(m)(γF (s))ij‖pH⊗ms |Fs] = E[‖D
(m)(〈D(F i),D(F j)〉Hs)‖pH⊗ms |Fs]
≤ C
m∑
l=0
(
m
l
)p
{(E[‖D(l+1)(F i)‖2pH⊗(l+1)s |Fs])
1/2
×(E[‖D(m−l+1)(F j)‖2pH⊗(m−l+1)s |Fs])
1/2}.
Therefore, by (3.2) we get, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d,
‖D((γF (s))ij)‖m,p,s ≤ CZ2s . (3.5)
Now, Cramer’s formula gives
|(γF (s)−1)ij | = |Aij(s)(det γF (s))−1|,
where Aij(s) denotes the cofactor of (γF (s))ij . By some straightforward computations, it
is easily checked that there exists a constant C > 0 such that
|Aij(s)| ≤ C‖D(F )‖2(d−1)Hs .
Therefore, Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for conditional expectations and hypotheses (3.2)
and (3.3) yield
(E[((γF (s)
−1)ij)p|Fs])1/p ≤ C(E[‖D(F )‖4p(d−1)Hs |Fs])1/(2p) × (E[(det γF (s))−2p|Fs])1/(2p)
≤ CZ2(d−1)s Z−2d2 Ys = CZ−2s Ys. (3.6)
Iterating the equality
D(γF (s)
−1)ij = −
d∑
k,l=1
(γF (s)
−1)ikD(γF (s))kl(γF (s)−1)jl,
and using Ho¨lder’s inequality for conditional expectations, we obtain
sup
i,j
E[‖D(m)((γF (s))−1)ij‖pH⊗ms |Fs]
≤ C sup
m∑
r=1
∑
m1+···+mr=m
ml≥1, l=1,...,r
E[‖D(m1)(γF (s))i1j1‖p(r+1)H⊗m1s |Fs]
1/(r+1) × · · ·
×E[‖D(mr)(γF (s))irjr‖p(1+r)H⊗mrs |Fs]
1/(r+1)
× sup
i,j
E[|((γF (s))−1)ij |p(r+1)2 |Fs]1/(r+1), (3.7)
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where the supremum before the summation is over i1, j1, ..., i2r+1, j2r+1 ∈ {1, ..., d}.
Introducing (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.7) gives
‖D(γF (s)−1)ij‖m,p,s ≤ CZ−2s
m∑
r=1
Y r+1s . (3.8)
and thus
‖(γF (s)−1)ij‖m,p,s ≤ CZ−2s
m∑
r=0
Y r+1s .
Therefore, iterating n times (3.4), it yields
‖Hsα(F,G)‖0,2,s ≤ C‖Hs(α1,...,αn−1)(F,G)‖1,22 ,sZ−1s (Ys + Y 2s )
≤ C‖Hs(α1)(F,G)‖n−1,2n,sZ−n+1s
n−1∏
i=1
(
i+1∑
j=1
Y js )
≤ C‖G‖n,2n+1,sZ−ns
n∏
i=1
(
i+1∑
j=1
Y js ),
which concludes the proof of the Proposition. △
The last result of this section will be used later in order to prove condition (3.2) of
Proposition 3.3 when F is the Landau random variable Xt.
Proposition 3.4 Fix ǫ0 > 0 and 0 < α1 < α2. Fix c1 > 0 and for q > 1, let c2(q) be
finite. Let Z be a positive random variable such that for all ǫ ≤ ǫ0, there exist two random
variables X(ǫ), Y (ǫ) such that Z ≥ X(ǫ) − Y (ǫ) a.s., and
(1) X(ǫ) ≥ c1 ǫα1 a.s., and
(2) there exists a positive Fs-measurable finite random variable Gs (eventually determin-
istic) such that for any q > 1, E[|Y (ǫ)|q|Fs] ≤ c2(q) ǫq α2Gqs.
Then, for any p ≥ 1 and q > pα1α2−α1 , there exists a constant c3 depending on c1, c2(q), α1, α2,
but not on Z, Gs or ǫ0 such that, a.s.,
E[Z−p|Fs] ≤ c3 ǫ−pα10 (1 + ǫq(α2−α1)0 Gqs).
Proof. For p ≥ 1, we write
E[Z−p|Fs] =
∫ ∞
0
pyp−1P{Z−1 > y|Fs} dy. (3.9)
Let k = ( c12 ǫ0
α1)−1. For y ≥ k, let ǫ = ( 2c1 )1/α1y−1/α1 . Then ǫ ≤ ǫ0 and y−1 = c12 ǫα1 . By
Chebychev’s inequality with q > 1,
P{Z−1 > y|Fs} ≤ P{Yǫ > Xǫ − y−1|Fs} ≤ P{Yǫ > c1
2
ǫα1 |Fs}
≤ (c1
2
ǫα1)−qE[|Yǫ|q|Fs]
≤ (c1
2
ǫα1)−qc2(q)ǫq α2Gqs
= cqǫ
q(α2−α1)Gqs = c˜qy
−q(α2−α1)/α1Gqs.
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Now, splitting the integral in (3.9) into an integral over [0, k] and another on (k,+∞),
introducing this last inequality into (3.9) and choosing q > pα1α2−α1 , we obtain
E[Z−p|Fs] ≤ kp + p
∫ ∞
k
yp−1P{Z−1 > y|Fs}dy
≤ cpǫ−pα10 + cp,q
∫ ∞
k
yp−1−q(α2−α1)/α1Gqsdy
= cpǫ
−pα1
0 + cp,qǫ
−pα1+q(α2−α1)
0 G
q
s
≤ c3 ǫ−pα10 (1 + ǫq(α2−α1)0 Gqs),
which concludes the proof of the Proposition. △
4 The Lower Bound
The aim of this section is to prove the lower bound of Theorem 2.6. As in Kusuoka-Stroock
[7] and Kohatsu-Higa [8], we discretize the time interval [0, t] and write Xt as the sum of
a Gaussian term plus a remaining term. The lower bound for the density of our process
is deduced from a lower estimate of the density of the Gaussian term and a technical part
consists in the choice of the discretization mesh in order to control the remaining term.
These steps can not be obtained from [7] and [8], as the eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix of the Gaussian term are not bounded, but only dominated by a random functional
of the diffusion, due to the unboundedness of the coefficients. We will then use the results
on conditional Malliavin calculus of the previous section.
4.1 The Discretized Process
We want to obtain a lower bound of the conditional density of the Landau process with
respect to the initial condition X0, on some finite interval [0, T ]. Then, in all what follows,
X0 will be considered as a parameter, even if it is random, and all the estimates we get will
concern conditional expectations with respect to this initial condition X0.
Let T > 0 and fix t ∈ (0, T ]. Let us introduce a natural integer N , measurably depending
on X0, which will be chosen later.
Consider a time grid 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tN = t and let ∆ = tk − tk−1 = tN . We define
the following discretized sequence,
Xtk = Xtk−1 + Jk + Γk, (4.1)
where
Jk =
∫ tk
tk−1
∫ 1
0
σ(Xtk−1 − Ytk−1(α)) ·W (dα, ds),
and
Γk =
∫ tk
tk−1
∫ 1
0
(σ(Xs − Ys(α)) − σ(Xtk−1 − Ytk−1(α))) ·W (dα, ds)
+
∫ tk
tk−1
∫ 1
0
b(Xs − Ys(α)) dαds.
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Conditioned with respect to Ftk−1 , the random variable Jk is Gaussian with covariance
matrix given by
Σ(Jk) = (tk − tk−1)
∫ 1
0
a(Xtk−1 − Ytk−1(α))dα.
We wish to obtain a lower bound for the conditional density of the random variable Xtk
given Ftk−1 . This will allow us to prove the desired lower bound for the density of Xt by
a recursive method. Note that from Theorem 2.4 this conditional density exists and, from
Watanabe’s notation, can be written E[δz(Xtk)|Ftk−1 ], where δz denotes the Dirac measure
at the point z ∈ Rd.
We consider the following approximation of δz. Let φ ∈ C∞b (Rd), 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1,
∫
φ = 1
and φ(x) = 0 for |x| > 1. For η > 0, let
φη(x) = η
−dφ(η−1x).
Remark that φη(x) = 0 for |x| > η.
Our goal is to find a lower bound for the quantity E[φη(Xtk − z)|Ftk−1 ], independent of
η. Let us apply the mean value theorem. We have
E[φη(Xtk − z)|Ftk−1 ] = E[φη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z)|Ftk−1 ]
+
d∑
i=1
∫ 1
0
E
[
∂xiφη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z + ρΓk)Γik|Ftk−1
]
dρ
≥ E[φη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z)|Ftk−1 ]
−
∣∣∣∣
d∑
i=1
∫ 1
0
E
[
∂xiφη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z + ρΓk)Γik|Ftk−1
]
dρ
∣∣∣∣
(4.2)
The two next subsections are devoted to obtain a lower bound for the Gaussian term
E[φη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z)|Ftk−1 ] and an upper bound for the remaining term
|
d∑
i=1
∫ 1
0
E[∂xiφη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z + ρΓk)Γik|Ftk−1 ]dρ|
of the RHS term of (4.2).
4.2 Lower bound for the Gaussian term
The following proposition gives a lower bound for the lower eigenvalue and an upperbound
for the upper eigenvalue of the matrix Σ(Jk).
Proposition 4.1 Under hypotheses (H1), (H2), (H3), there exist two positive constants λ1
and λ2 depending on T such that for any k ∈ {1, ..., N}, almost surely,
inf
ξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1
ξ∗Σ(Jk)ξ ≥ λ1∆ ; (4.3)
sup
ξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1
ξ∗Σ(Jk)ξ ≤ λ2∆(1 + |Xtk−1 |)2. (4.4)
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Proof. In [4], Gue´rin shows that for each ξ ∈ Rd, one has
ξ∗Σ(Jk)ξ ≥ ∆mF (ξ, tk−1),
where
F (ξ, t) = E[|Xt|2|ξ|2 − 〈Xt, ξ〉2],
and m is defined in (2.3).
By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, F (ξ, t) is nonnegative, and since the law of Xt has a
density, F (ξ, t) > 0 for any t > 0 and ξ 6= 0. Moreover, by Hypothesis (H3), this holds
for t ≥ 0. Then, as the function F (ξ, t) is positive and continuous on the compact set
[0, T ]× {ξ ∈ Rd : |ξ| = 1}, a strictly positive minimum is reached on this set.
Hence, for all ξ ∈ Rd, |ξ| = 1, we get
ξ∗Σ(Jk)ξ ≥ λ1∆,
where λ1 > 0 is independent of k. That proves (4.3).
Using the Lipschitz property of σ (with Lipschitz constant Cσ), we also obtain
ξ∗Σ(Jk)ξ ≤ ∆2C2σ
∫ 1
0
(|Xtk−1 |2 + |Ytk−1(α)|2)dα
= ∆2C2σ(|Xtk−1 |2 + E[|Xtk−1 |2])
≤ ∆2C2σ(|Xtk−1 |2 + E[ sup
0≤s≤T
|Xs|2])
≤ λ2∆(1 + |Xtk−1 |)2,
and deduce (4.4). △
The next result proves a lower bound for the conditional density of the Gaussian term
Xtk−1 + Jk given Ftk−1 .
Proposition 4.2 Assume 0 < η ≤ √λ1∆, and let k ∈ {1, ..., N}. Then for (w, z) ∈ Ω×Rd
satisfying |Xtk−1(ω)− z| ≤
√
λ1∆, we get a.s.
E[φη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z)|Ftk−1 ] ≥
1
C1∆d/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |)d
,
where C1 := e
2(2π)d/2λ
d/2
2 .
Proof. As Jk is Gaussian,
E[φη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z)|Ftk−1 ]
=
∫
Rd
φη(Xtk−1 + x− z)
1
(2π)d/2det(Σ(Jk))1/2
exp
(
−x
∗Σ(Jk)−1x
2
)
dx
=
∫
Rd
φη(z˜)
1
(2π)d/2det(Σ(Jk))1/2
× exp
(
−(z˜ + z −Xtk−1)
∗Σ(Jk)−1(z˜ + z −Xtk−1)
2
)
dz˜.
Since |z˜| ≤ η ≤ √λ1∆, and using the assumption on (ω, z),
|z˜ + z −Xtk−1 |2 ≤ 2|z˜|2 + 2|z −Xtk−1 |2 ≤ 4λ1∆.
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Then, using (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain
E[φη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z)|Ftk−1 ] ≥
1
C1∆d/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |)d
,
where C1 := e
2(2π)d/2λ
d/2
2 . △
4.3 Upper bound for the remaining term
The key point consists in applying the conditional integration by parts formula to the
remaining term in (4.2), taking into account that
∫
φ = 1. Then, in order to obtain an
upper bound, we need to prove estimates for the conditional Sobolev norms given Ftk−1
of the terms Jk and Γk of the discretized sequence (4.1). Note that as the coefficients of
the Landau equation are unbounded, these conditional bounds will depend on the random
variable Xtk−1 .
Lemma 4.3 For any p > 1, there exists a finite constant CT such that, for i ∈ {1, ..., d}
and k ∈ {1, ..., N},
(E[|Γik|p|Ftk−1 ])1/p ≤ CT∆(1 + |Xtk−1 |).
Proof. Note that E[|Γik|p|Ftk−1 ] ≤ 2p−1(A1 +A2), where
A1 := E
[(∫ tk
tk−1
∫ 1
0
d∑
j=1
(σij(Xs − Ys(α)) − σij(Xtk−1 − Ytk−1(α)))W j(dα, ds)
)p
|Ftk−1
]
,
A2 := E
[(∫ tk
tk−1
∫ 1
0
bi(Xs − Ys(α))dαds
)p
|Ftk−1
]
.
Using Burkholder’s inequality for conditional expectations, we get
A1 ≤ CE
[(∫ tk
tk−1
∫ 1
0
d∑
j=1
(σij(Xs − Ys(α)) − σij(Xtk−1 − Ytk−1(α)))2 dαds
)p/2
|Ftk−1
]
,
and, from Ho¨lder’s inequality and the Lipschitz property of σ, it yields
A1 ≤ C∆p/2−1
∫ tk
tk−1
(
E[|Xs −Xtk−1 |p|Ftk−1 ] + E[|Xs −Xtk−1 |p]
)
ds.
We now apply Burkholder’s inequality and Lipschitz property, to obtain that, for s ≤ tk,
E[|Xs −Xtk−1 |p|Ftk−1 ] ≤ C∆p/2−1
{∫ s
tk−1
∫ 1
0
E[|Xu|p + |Yu(α)|p|Ftk−1 ]dαdu
+∆p/2
∫ s
tk−1
∫ 1
0
E[|Xu|p + |Yu(α)|p|Ftk−1 ]dαdu
}
≤ CT∆p/2−1
(∫ s
tk−1
E[|Xu|p|Ftk−1 ] + E[|Xu|p]du
)
≤ CT∆p/2−1
∫ s
tk−1
E[|Xu −Xtk−1 |p|Ftk−1 ]du+ CT∆p/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |)p.
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By Gronwall’s Lemma,
E[|Xs −Xtk−1 |p|Ftk−1 ] ≤ CT∆p/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |)p. (4.5)
Therefore,
A1 ≤ CT∆p(1 + |Xtk−1 |)p. (4.6)
On the other hand, using Ho¨lder’s inequality and Lipschitz property of b, we have that
A2 ≤ C∆p−1
∫ tk
tk−1
(
E[|Xs −Xtk−1 |p|Ftk−1 ] + |Xtk−1 |p + E[|Xs|p]
)
ds.
Therefore, using (4.5), we get
A2 ≤ CT∆p(1 + |Xtk−1 |)p,
which concludes the proof of the Lemma. △
The following lemma is the conditional version of [4, Theorem 11].
Lemma 4.4 For any p > 1, m ≥ 1 and k ∈ {1, ..., N}, there exists a finite constant CT
such that, for 1 ≤ i, l1, ..., lm ≤ d,
sup
r1,...,rm,s∈[tk−1,tk ]
E
[∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
|Dl1(r1,z1) · · ·D
lm
(rm,zm)
(Xis)|pdz1 · · · dzm|Ftk−1
]
≤ CT (1 + |Xtk−1 |)p. (4.7)
Proof. We proceed by induction on m. Suppose m = 1. Let z ∈ [0, 1]. For r, s ∈ [tk−1, tk]
and 1 ≤ i, l ≤ d, we consider the stochastic differential equation satisfied by the derivative
(cf. [4, Theorem 11])
Dl(r,z)(X
i
s) = σil(Xr − Yr(z)) +
∫ s
r
∫ 1
0
d∑
j,n=1
∂nσij(Xu − Yu(α))Dl(r,z)(Xnu )W j(dα, du)
+
∫ s
r
∫ 1
0
d∑
n=1
∂nbi(Xu − Yu(α))Dl(r,z)(Xnu )dαdu. (4.8)
Note that
d∑
i=1
E
[∫ 1
0
|Dl(r,z)(Xis)|pdz|Ftk−1
]
≤
d∑
i=1
3p−1(A1 +A2 +A3),
where
A1 = E
[∫ 1
0
|σil(Xr − Yr(z))|pdz|Ftk−1
]
A2 = E
[∫ 1
0
(∫ s
r
∫ 1
0
d∑
j,n=1
∂nσij(Xu − Yu(α))Dl(r,z)(Xnu )W j(dα, du)
)p
dz|Ftk−1
]
A3 = E
[∫ 1
0
(∫ s
r
∫ 1
0
d∑
n=1
∂nbi(Xu − Yu(α))Dl(r,z)(Xnu )dαdu
)p
dz|Ftk−1
]
.
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Now, from the Lipschitz property of σ and (4.5), we have that
A1 ≤ CT (E[|Xr −Xtk−1 |p|Ftk−1 ] + 1 + |Xtk−1 |p)
≤ CT (1 + |Xtk−1 |)p.
Moreover, using the bounds of the derivatives of σ, Burkholder’s and Ho¨lder’s inequalities
for conditional expectations, it yields
A2 ≤ CTE
[∫ 1
0
∫ s
r
d∑
n=1
|Dl(r,z)(Xnu )|pdudz|Ftk−1
]
.
Finally, the bounds of the derivatives of b and Ho¨lder’s inequality imply that
A3 ≤ CTE
[∫ 1
0
∫ s
r
d∑
n=1
|Dl(r,z)(Xnu )|pdudz|Ftk−1
]
.
Hence, using Gronwall’s Lemma, we conclude that
d∑
i=1
E
[∫ 1
0
|Dl(r,z)(Xis)|pdz|Ftk−1
]
≤ CT (1 + |Xtk−1 |)p,
which proves (4.7) for m = 1.
For m > 1, consider the stochastic differential equation satisfied by the iterated deriva-
tive, for r1, ..., rm, s ∈ [tk−1, tk], z1, ..., zm ∈ [0, 1], 1 ≤ i, l1, ...lm ≤ d,
Dl1(r1,z1) · · ·D
lm
(rm,zm)
(Xis)
=
m∑
n=1
Dl1(r1,z1) · · ·D
ln−1
(rn−1,zn−1)
D
ln+1
(rn+1,zn+1)
· · ·Dlm(rm,zm)(σiln(Xrn − Yrn(zn)))
+
d∑
j=1
∫ s
r1
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ s
rm
∫ 1
0
Dl1(r1,z1) · · ·D
lm
(rm,zm)
(σij(Xu − Yu(α)))W j(dα, du)
+
∫ s
r1
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ s
rm
∫ 1
0
Dl1(r1,z1) · · ·D
lm
(rm,zm)
(bi(Xu − Yu(α))) dαdu. (4.9)
Then, using the induction hypothesis and Gronwall’s Lemma, one completes the desired
proof. △
The next result gives an upper bound for the derivative of Jk + Γk.
Lemma 4.5 For any p > 1 and m ≥ 1, there exists a finite constant CT > 0 such that, for
all i ∈ {1, ..., d} and k ∈ {1, ..., N},
(E[‖D(m)(J ik + Γik)‖pH⊗mtk−1
|Ftk−1 ])1/p ≤ CT∆1/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |).
Proof. Let (r, z) ∈ [0, t] × [0, 1]. Note that, for i, l = 1, ..., d,
Dl(r,z)(J
i
k) = σi,l(Xtk−1 − Ytk−1(z)) 1[tk−1,tk ](r), (4.10)
and, therefore, the iterated derivative D
(m)
(r,z)(J
i
k) equals zero for m > 1.
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Hence, using the Lipschitz continuity of σ, we get
E[‖D(m)(J ik)‖pH⊗mtk−1
|Ftk−1 ] = E
[(∫ tk
tk−1
∫ 1
0
d∑
j=1
|σij(Xtk−1 − Ytk−1(z))|2drdz
)p/2
|Ftk−1
]
≤ CT∆p/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |)p.
On the other hand, for r ∈ [tk−1, tk], and 1 ≤ i, l ≤ d,
Dlr,z(Γ
i
k) = σil(Xr − Yr(z)) − σil(Xtk−1 − Ytk−1(z))
+
∫ tk
r
∫ 1
0
d∑
j=1
Dl(r,z)(σij(Xs − Ys(α)))W j(dα, ds) +
∫ tk
r
∫ 1
0
Dl(r,z)(bi(Xs − Ys(α))) dαds,
and is equal to zero elsewhere. Therefore,
E[‖D(Γik)‖pHtk−1 |Ftk−1 ] ≤ 3
p−1(A1 +A2 +A3), (4.11)
where
A1 := E
[(∫ tk
tk−1
∫ 1
0
d∑
j=1
|σij(Xr − Yr(z)) − σij(Xtk−1 − Ytk−1(z))|2drdz
)p/2
|Ftk−1
]
,
A2 := E
[(∫ tk
tk−1
∫ 1
0
d∑
l=1
(
∫ tk
r
∫ 1
0
d∑
j=1
Dl(r,z)(σij(Xs − Ys(α)))W j(dα, ds))2drdz
)p/2
|Ftk−1
]
A3 := E
[(∫ tk
tk−1
∫ 1
0
d∑
l=1
(
∫ tk
r
∫ 1
0
Dl(r,z)(bi(Xs − Ys(α)))dαds)2drdz
)p/2
|Ftk−1
]
.
From the proof of Lemma 4.3 we get
A1 ≤ CT∆p(1 + |Xtk−1 |)p.
For the second term, use Burkholder’s and Ho¨lder’s inequalities for conditional expectations,
the bounds of the derivatives of σ and Lemma 4.4 to conclude that
A2 ≤ CT∆p
d∑
l=1
sup
r,s∈[tk−1,tk]
E
[∫ 1
0
|Dl(r,z)(Xis)|pdz|Ftk−1
]
≤ CT∆p(1 + |Xtk−1 |)p.
Finally, using Ho¨lder’s inequality, the bounds for the derivative of b and Lemma 4.4, we
obtain
A3 ≤ CT∆p
d∑
l=1
sup
r,s∈[tk−1,tk]
E
[∫ 1
0
|Dl(r,z)(Xis)|pdz|Ftk−1
]
≤ CT∆p(1 + |Xtk−1 |)p.
Using (4.11), it yields
E[‖D(Γik)‖pHtk−1 |Ftk−1 ] ≤ CT∆
p(1 + |Xtk−1 |)p. (4.12)
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In order to treat the other derivatives we use the stochastic differential equation satisfied
by the iterated derivatives and similar arguments to conclude that, for m ≥ 1,
E[‖D(m)(Γik)‖pH⊗mtm−1
|Ftk−1 ] ≤ CT∆p(1 + |Xtk−1 |)p, (4.13)
which proves the Lemma. △
As a consequence of Lemma 4.3 and (4.13) we obtain the following estimate for the
Sobolev norm of Γk.
Corollary 4.6 For any p > 1 and m ≥ 0, there exists a finite constant CT such that, for
i ∈ {1, ..., d} and k ∈ {1, ..., N},
‖Γik‖m,p,tk−1 ≤ CT∆(1 + |Xtk−1 |).
We will also need the following lower bound for the determinant of the Malliavin matrix
of Jk + Γk.
Lemma 4.7 For any p > 1 and q > d, there exists a finite constant CT > 0 such that, for
any i ∈ {1, ..., d}, k ∈ {1, ..., N} and 0 < ρ ≤ 1,
E[(det γJk+ρΓk(tk−1))
−p|Ftk−1 ]1/p ≤ CT∆−d(1 + |Xtk−1 |)2q.
Proof. In order to simplify the notation we write γk := γJk+ρΓk(tk−1). Note that
(det γk)
1/d ≥ inf
ξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1
〈γkξ, ξ〉,
where
〈γkξ, ξ〉 =
d∑
l=1
∫ tk
tk−1
∫ 1
0
|
d∑
i=1
Dl(r,z)(J
i
k + ρΓ
i
k)ξi|2dzdr.
Now, fix h ∈ (0, 1]. Using the inequality (a+ b)2 ≥ 12a2 − b2, we obtain that
〈γkξ, ξ〉 ≥
d∑
l=1
∫ tk
tk−h(tk−tk−1)
∫ 1
0
|
d∑
i=1
Dl(r,z)(J
i
k + ρΓ
i
k)ξi|2dzdr
≥
d∑
l=1
∫ tk
tk−h(tk−tk−1)
∫ 1
0
(
1
2
(
d∑
i=1
Dl(r,z)(J
i
k)ξi)
2 − (
d∑
i=1
Dl(r,z)(ρΓ
i
k)ξi)
2
)
dzdr.
Moreover, by (4.10) and (4.3), it yields
inf
ξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1
〈γkξ, ξ〉 ≥ λ1
2
h∆− sup
ξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1
Ih,
where
Ih :=
d∑
l=1
∫ tk
tk−h∆
∫ 1
0
( d∑
i=1
Dl(r,z)(ρΓ
i
k)ξi
)2
dzdr.
Using (4.12), for q > 1, we have that
E
[
sup
ξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1
|Ih|q|Ftk−1
]
≤ CTh2q∆2q(1 + |Xtk−1 |)2q.
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We now use Proposition 3.4 with ǫ0 = ∆, α1 = 1, α2 = 2, c1 =
λ1
2 , c2 = CT , Z =
infξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1〈γkξ, ξ〉, ǫ = h∆, X(ǫ) = λ12 h∆, Y (ǫ) = supξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1 Ih, s = tk−1 and Gtk−1 =
(1 + |Xtk−1 |)2. Then, we obtain that for any q > d,
E[(det γk)
−p|Ftk−1 ]1/p ≤ E[( inf
ξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1
〈γkξ, ξ〉)−dp|Ftk−1 ]1/p
≤ CT∆−d(1 + |Xtk−1 |)2q,
which concludes the desired result. △
The next result gives an upper bound for the second term in (4.2).
Proposition 4.8 There exists a constant C2 > 0 depending only on T and independent of
k such that, for any 0 < ρ ≤ 1, z ∈ Rd and k ∈ {1, ..., N}, a.s.,
E
[
∂xiφη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z + ρΓk)Γik|Ftk−1
]
≤ C2∆1/2−d/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |)D,
where D is polynomial of degree 3 on d.
Proof. Define
Φη(x) =
∫ x1
−∞
· · ·
∫ xd
−∞
φη(u)du, x ∈ Rd,
and remark that
∂xiφη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z + ρΓk) =
∂d+1Φη
∂xi∂x1 · · · ∂xd (Xtk−1 + Jk − z + ρΓk).
Using the version of the integration by parts formula given in Proposition 3.1,
E
[
∂xiφη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z + ρΓk)Γik|Ftk−1
]
= E
[
Φη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z + ρΓk)H(1,...,d,i)(Jk + ρΓk,Γik)|Ftk−1
]
.
As
∫
φη = 1, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain
E
[
∂xiφη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z + ρΓk)Γik|Ftk−1
]
≤ ‖H(1,...,d,i)(Jk + ρΓk,Γik)‖0,2,tk−1 .
We now apply Proposition 3.3 with α = (1, ..., d, i), F = Jk + ρΓk and G = Γ
i
k. For this,
we use Lemma 4.5 to prove (3.2) of Proposition 3.3 with Ztk−1 = ∆
1/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |), and
Lemma 4.7 with q = d + 12 to prove (3.3) with Ytk−1 = (1 + |Xtk−1 |)4d+1. Then, using
Corollary 4.6, we conclude that
E
[
∂xiφη(Xtk−1 + Jk − z + ρΓk)Γik|Ftk−1
]
≤ CT ‖Γik‖d+1,2d+2,tk−1∆−(d+1)/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |)−(d+1)
d+1∏
i=1
i+1∑
j=1
(1 + |Xtk−1 |)j(4d+1)
≤ CT∆1/2−d/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |)D,
where D is polynomial of degree 3 in d. This proves the desired bound. △
Applying the bounds obtained in Propositions 4.2 and 4.8 into (4.2) we obtain the
following lower bound for the conditional density of Xtk given Ftk−1 .
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Corollary 4.9 Assume 0 < η ≤ √λ1∆, and fix z ∈ Rd. Then, for almost all (w, z) such
that |Xtk−1(ω)− z| ≤
√
λ1∆, it holds
E[φη(Xtk − z)|Ftk−1 ] ≥
1
C1∆d/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |)d
− C2∆1/2−d/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |)D,
where C1, C2 and D are the constants obtained in Propositions 4.2 and 4.8.
4.4 Proof of the lower bound
We now fix v ∈ Rd. Fix x0 = X0, and let x1, ..., xN−1, xN be N F0-measurable points
defined by xk = xk−1 + k−1N (v − X0) for 1 ≤ k ≤ N . Remark that xN = v, |xk| ≤
|v − X0| + |X0|, and there exists a constant C3 only depending on λ1 and T , such that if
|x− xk| ≤
√
λ1T
2 , (x ∈ Rd), then
1 + |x| ≤ C3(1 + |X0|+ |v −X0|). (4.14)
We choose the discretization size N as the smallest integer such that
N ≥ 16|v −X0|
2
λ1t
+
t
M
+ 1,
where
M =
1
(2C1C2C
d+D
3 )
2(1 + |X0|+ |X0 − v|)2(d+D)
.
The constants C1, C2 and D are defined in Propositions 4.2 and 4.8.
This choice of N will be justified by the computations below. Note that, in particular,
it implies that
t
N
= ∆ ≤M,
and that for each 1 ≤ k ≤ N ,
|xk − xk−1| ≤
√
λ1∆
4
. (4.15)
We introduce the following sets, for k = 1, ..., N ,
Ak = {ω : |Xti−1(ω)− xi| ≤
√
λ1∆
2
, i = 1, ..., k} ∈ Ftk−1 .
Proposition 4.10 Assume 0 < η ≤ √λ1∆. Let k ∈ {1, ..., N} and consider z ∈ Rd such
that |xk − z| ≤
√
λ1∆
2 . Then, a.s.
E[φη(Xtk − z)|Ftk−1 ] ≥
1
2C1Cd3∆
d/2(1 + |X0|+ |v −X0|)d
1Ak .
Proof. Remark that if ω ∈ Ak and |xk−z| ≤
√
λ1∆
2 , then |Xtk−1(ω)−z| ≤
√
λ1∆. Therefore,
using Corollary 4.9, (4.14), and the choice of ∆, we get
E[φη(Xtk−1 − z)|Ftk−1 ] ≥
1
C1∆d/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |)d
− C2∆1/2−d/2(1 + |Xtk−1 |)D
≥ 1
∆d/2
1
2C1Cd3 (1 + |X0|+ |v −X0|)d
.
△
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Proposition 4.11 There exists a constant C4 > 0 only depending on λ1, λ2 and T such
that, for any k ∈ {1, ..., N},
PX0(Ak) ≥
1
C4(1 + |X0|+ |v −X0|)dPX0(Ak−1).
Proof. Let 0 < η <
√
λ1∆. As Ak = Ak−1∩{|Xtk−1 −xk| ≤
√
λ1∆
2 } and using the fact that∫
φη = 1, we have
PX0(Ak)
= EX0[1Ak−1E[1{|Xtk−1−xk|≤
√
λ1∆
2
}
|Ftk−2 ]]
= EX0[1Ak−1
∫
Rd
E[φη(Xtk−1 − z)1{|Xtk−1−xk|≤
√
λ1∆
2
}
|Ftk−2 ]dz]
≥ EX0
[
1Ak−1
∫
|z−xk−1|≤
√
λ1∆/4−η
E[φη(Xtk−1 − z)1{|Xtk−1−xk|≤
√
λ1∆
2
}
|Ftk−2 ]dz
]
= EX0
[
1Ak−1
∫
|z−xk−1|≤
√
λ1∆/4−η
E[φη(Xtk−1 − z)|Ftk−2 ]dz
]
.
The last equality follows from (4.15) and the fact that
|Xtk−1 − xk| ≤ |Xtk−1 − z|+ |z − xk−1|+ |xk−1 − xk|
≤ η +
√
λ1∆
4
− η +
√
λ1∆
4
=
√
λ1∆
2
.
Take η =
√
λ1∆
8 . Using Proposition 4.10 we obtain
PX0(Ak) ≥ EX0
[
1Ak−1
∫
|z−xk−1|≤
√
λ1∆/8
E[φη(Xtk−1 − z)|Ftk−2 ]dz
]
≥ EX0
[
1Ak−1
∫
|z−xk−1|≤
√
λ1∆/8
1
2C1Cd3∆
d/2(1 + |X0|+ |v −X0|)d
dz
]
≥ 1
2C1Cd3∆
d/2(1 + |X0|+ |v −X0|)d
(√
λ1∆
8
)d
PX0(Ak−1).
This concludes the proof of the Proposition. △
We now conclude the proof of the lower bound. Let us apply Proposition 4.10 with
k = N and z = v and an iteration of Proposition 4.11.
E[φη(XtN − v)|X0] ≥ E[E[φη(XtN − v)|FtN−1 ]1AN |X0]
≥ 1
2C1Cd3∆
d/2(1 + |X0|+ |v −X0|)d
PX0(AN )
≥ C4
2C1Cd3
Nd/2
td/2
(
1
C4(1 + |X0|+ |v −X0|)d
)N
PX0(A1).
The choice of N implies that PX0(A1) = 1 a.s., and that
16
λ1t
|v −X0|2 + t
M
+ 1 ≤ N ≤ 16
λ1t
|v −X0|2 + t
M
+ 2.
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Therefore, we obtain that
E[φη(XtN − v)|X0] ≥
1
td/2c1(T, v,X0)
e−c2(T,v,X0)
|v−X0|
2
t ,
where the constants c1(T, v,X0) and c2(T, v,X0) can be explicitely given as functions of
T, v,X0, λ1 and λ2.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.6 (a).
5 The upper bound
In this section we prove Theorem 2.6 (b).
Let T > 0, 0 < t ≤ 0 and v ∈ Rd be fixed. Apply Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for
conditional expectations to the expression of Corollary 3.2 with σ = {i ∈ {1, ..., d} : vi ≥ 0}
to find that
fX0(t, v) ≤ (PX0{|Xt| ≥ |v|})1/2(EX0 [(H0(1,...,d)(Xt, 1))2])1/2, P0-a.s. (5.1)
We estimate the first factor PX0{|Xt| ≥ |v|}1/2 using an exponential martingale inequality.
In order to deal with bounded coefficients, we consider the SDE satisfied by a logarithmic
transformation of our process Xt. On the other hand, to obtain an upper bound for the
second factor (EX0 [(H
0
(1,...,d)(Xt, 1))
2])1/2 of order t−d/2, we will use Proposition 3.3 and
precise estimates on the Sobolev norms of Xt.
This is given in the following two lemmas.
Lemma 5.1 There exist finite constants c1 and c2 only depending on T such that for any
t ∈ (0, T ] and v ∈ Rd, P0-a.s.
(PX0{|Xt| ≥ |v|})1/2 ≤ exp
(
−(ln(1 + |v|
2)− ln(1 + |X0|2)− c1t)2
c2t
)
.
Proof. Consider Zt = ln(1 + |Xt|2). From the d-dimensional Itoˆ’s formula,
Zt = ln(1 + |X0|2) +
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
d∑
i,j=1
2Xis
1 + |Xs|2σij(Xs − Ys(α))W
j(dα, ds)
+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
d∑
i=1
2Xis
1 + |Xs|2 bi(Xs − Ys(α))dαds
+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
d∑
i,j=1
1
1 + |Xs|2 (σij(Xs − Ys(α)))
2dαds
−
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
d∑
i,j,k=1
2XisX
k
s
(1 + |Xs|2)2σij(Xs − Ys(α))σkj(Xs − Ys(α))dαds.
Using the Lipschitz property of b, we have that
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
d∑
i=1
2Xis bi(Xs − Ys(α))
1 + |Xs|2 dαds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(t+ tE[ sup
0≤s≤T
|Xs|])
≤ C1t.
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Equally, from the Lipschitz property of σ,
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
d∑
i,j=1
1
1 + |Xs|2 (σij(Xs − Ys(α)))
2dαds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C2t,
and ∣∣∣∣
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
d∑
i,j,k=1
2XisX
k
s
(1 + |Xs|2)2σij(Xs − Ys(α))σij(Xs − Ys(α))dαds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C3t.
Hence, we obtain
PX0{|Xt| ≥ |v|} ≤ PX0{Zt ≥ ln(1 + |v|2)}
≤ PX0{Mt ≥ ln(1 + |v|2)− ln(1 + |X0|2)− c1t}, (5.2)
where c1 := C1 + C2 + C3 and
Mt =
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
d∑
i,j=1
2Xis
1 + |Xs|2σij(Xs − Ys(α))W
j(dα, ds)
is a continuous martingale with respect to Ft and with increasing process given by
〈M〉t =
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
d∑
j=1
( d∑
i=1
2Xis
1 + |Xs|2σij(Xs − Ys(α))
)2
dαds.
Again, using the Lipschitz property of σ, we get that
〈M〉t ≤ ct.
Finally, applying the exponential martingale inequality to (5.2), we obtain that P0-a.s.
PX0{|Xt| ≥ |v|} ≤ exp
(
−(ln(1 + |v|
2)− ln(1 + |X0|2)− c1t)2
2ct
)
.
△
Lemma 5.2 There exists a finite constant c3(T,X0) > 0 such that P0-a.s.
(EX0 [(H
0
(1,...,d)(Xt, 1))
2])1/2 ≤ c3(T,X0)t−d/2,
for all t ∈ (0, T ].
Proof. In order to prove this result, it suffices to prove that for any p > 1 and m ≥ 1 there
exist finite constants c1(m, p, T,X0) > 0 and c2(p, T,X0) ≥ 0 such that
(i) EX0 [‖D(m)(Xit)‖pH⊗m0 ]
1/p ≤ c1(m, p, T,X0) t1/2, i = 1, ..., d;
(ii) EX0 [(det γXt(0))
−p]1/p ≤ c2(p, T,X0) t−d.
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Then, Proposition 3.3 with s = 0 and G = 1 concludes the desired estimate.
We start proving (i). We proceed by induction on m. For m = 1, consider the stochastic
differential equation (4.8). Then, using Ho¨lder’s inequality for conditional expectations, and
Lemma 4.4, we obtain,
EX0 [‖D(Xit)‖pH0 ] = EX0
[(∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
|D(r,z)(Xit)|2drdz
)p/2]
≤ tp/2
(
sup
0≤r≤T
EX0
[∫ 1
0
|D(r,z)(Xit)|pdz
])
≤ tp/2CT (1 + |X0|)p.
Then, the case m > 1 follows along the same lines using the stochastic differential equation
satisfies by the iterated derivative (4.9) together with Lemma 4.4.
We now prove (ii). Fix ǫ ∈ (0, 1/2] so that t/2 ≤ t(1− ǫ) < t. From a similar argument
as in Lemma 4.7, it follows that
(det γXt(0))
1/d ≥ inf
ξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1
〈γXt(0)ξ, ξ〉
≥ 1
2
mc˜tǫ− sup
ξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1
Iǫ,
where m is defined in (2.3), c˜ denotes the infimum of the function
F (ξ, t) = E[|Xt|2|ξ|2 − 〈Xt, ξ〉2]
on the compact set {r ∈ [ t2 , t]} × {ξ ∈ Rd : |ξ| = 1}, and
Iǫ :=
d∑
k=1
∫ t
t(1−ǫ)
∫ 1
0
( d∑
i=1
ξi
∫ t
r
∫ 1
0
d∑
j,l=1
∂lσij(Xs − Ys(α))Dk(r,z)(X ls)W j(dα, ds)
+
d∑
i=1
ξi
∫ t
r
∫ 1
0
d∑
l=1
∂lbi(Xs − Ys(α))Dk(r,z)(X ls)dαds
)2
dzdr.
By some straightforward computations, using Burkholder’s and Ho¨lder’s inequalities
and Lemma 4.4, we obtain for any q > 1
EX0
[
sup
ξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1
|Iǫ|q
]
≤ CT (tǫ)2q sup
0≤r,s≤T
EX0
[∫ 1
0
|D(r,z)(Xs)|2qdz
]
≤ CT (1 + |X0|)2q(tǫ)2q.
Consequently, applying Proposition 3.4 with Z = infξ∈Rd,|ξ|=1〈γXt(0)ξ, ξ〉, α1 = 1, α2 = 2
and ǫ0 = t, we conclude that
EX0[(det γXt(0))
−p]1/p ≤ C(T,X0)t−d,
which proves (ii).
△
Substituting the results of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 into the expression (5.1), we obtain that
fX0(t, v) ≤ c3(T,X0) t−d/2e−
(ln(1+|v|2)−ln(1+|X0|
2)−c1t)
2
c2t .
This concludes the proof of the upper bound of Theorem 2.6.
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